
 

 

Google NYT Microplastics Air 

Answer 10 questions. 15 for EC 

 
1. Why is it important to note that the study was conducted in a secluded spot 

in the Pyrenees, 75 miles from the nearest city. 

 

2. In addition to travelling by water, how do microplastics travel? 

3. How many pieces of  microplastic landed in an average square meter of 

ground in the research area, per month? How many is this per day? 
 

 

4. Microplastics measure roughly the size of  a ________seed. 

 

5. Some pieces are smaller, with most clocking in at roughy ___ microns. For 

comparison a human hair is about ____ microns wide. 

 

6. What are some sources of microplatics? 

7. According to Dr. Allen, a lot of microplastic pollution comes from … farms 

that are sprayed with ________________________, which is loaded with 

microplastics. Look up this item and say what is often in it? 



 

 

8. _____________, which are found in some ___________products like 

_______________, are another source of microplastic pollution.  

9. List one product that you might use that contains microbeads. 

 

10. Concern over their environmental impact has led some 

governments,   ________________, to ban the manufacture of products that 

contain them. 

Where are they found? 

11. In the ocean, microplastics contribute to phenomena like the ________ 

___________  _______________     _____________, a swirling gyre of 

more than ____________ tons of trash that lies hundreds of miles from 

shore. 

 

 

12. In what kind of area did the French study take place? 

 

13. How far can Sahara dust  fly? 

3500 km  b) to the US.  c) to Europe or d) a & b 

14. Why does the author mention Sahara dust? 

15. Which can fly further, Sahara dust or microplastic, and why? 

How much damage can they do? 

16. Microplastics have been found to harm animals, including insects and 

marine species, in a number of ways.  Using google, find one way 

microplastics can hurt animals, and one way they can hurt  humans. 

 

 



 

 

Hamden 

17. What laws has  Hamden recently passed to  address the plastics problem? 


